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STRATIGRAPHY, STRUCTURE, AND DEPOSITIONAL
ENVIRONMENTS OF THE ANTELOPE MOUNTAIN

QUARTZITE, YREKA, CALIFORNIA

INTRODUCTION

Location and Accessibility

Antelope Mountain is located in the eastern Klamath Mountains,

five miles southeast of Yreka, Siskiyou County, California (Figure

1). The mapped area covers 25 square miles, in parts of 40

sections of Townships 43, 44, 45 North and Ranges 6, 7 West, in

the central part of the Yreka Quadrangle. Less than one square

mile is under the jurisdiction of the Klamath National Forest, the

rest being privately owned. The area is readily accessible from

Interstate 5, which runs through the middle of the area, and from

U S Highway 99 and the Granada-Montague, Cram Gulch, Guys

Gulch, Mill Creek, and Schulmeyer Gulch roads. Numerous private

ranch roads and logging roads also extend through the area.

Purpose and Methods of Investigation

The purpose of this study was to map the stratigraphy and

structure of the Antelope Mountain Quartzite, and to determine, if

possible, its age and spatial relationship to surrounding rock units.
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Fieldwork was completed between mid-June and the end of

August, 1975. Field mapping was done on a section of the U.S.

Geological Survey topographic map of the Yreka Quadrangle, photo-

graphically enlarged to a scale of six inches to the mile. U.S.

Forest Service high altitude aerial photographs were used to a very

limited extent due to their poor quality and incomplete coverage of

the area. Representative samples of the different lithologies were

collected for petrographic analysis, staining, and etching and disso-

lution in hydrofluoric acid.

Thirty thin sections were prepared for point counts and petro-

graphic analysis. In addition, 20 slabs were made from the con-

glomerates for feldspar staining, and six samples of chert were

dissolved and analyzed for microfossils and insoluble residues.

Williams' 1954 classification of sandstones and Krumbein's

1963 classification of conglomerates were used in this paper due to

their simplicity. Folk's (1968) textural and compositional maturity

classification was used for the sandstones.

Topography, Climate, and Vegetation

The elevation of the mapped area ranges from 2550 feet to

6093 feet above sea level, resulting in 3543 feet (928 meters) of

topographic relief.
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The average annual temperature is 50 degrees F. and the

average annual precipitation is about 35 inches, most of which

occurs in the winter with only occasional rain and snow during

summer months. Most of the smaller streams were dry during

the course of fieldwork, although Guys and Cram gulches and a few

springs did contain water (Plate 1). Much of the drainage is most

likely related to structural trends in the quartzite.

At lower elevations the principle plant types are grasses,

manzanita, buckbrush, and mountain mahogany, with cottonwoods

growing along streams and adjacent to some springs. Above 4500

feet, the vegetation changes to coniferous forest with dense deciduous

vegetation on northern slopes.

Antelope Mountain is populated by rattlesnakes, deer, black

bear, weasels, sheep, cattle, hawks, buzzards, redwing blackbirds,

coyotes, rabbits and hares, and numerous other small reptiles,

birds, and mammals.

Exposures

Exposed rock is most common along ridge crests, creeks

and gullies, logging roads, and in highly faulted areas, The more

thickly bedded quartzite and conglomerate beds occur as cliffs

while thinly bedded quartzite, shale, and chert commonly form

stepped cliffs or extensive talus slopes (Figures 2, 3).



Figure 2. Topography and outcrops in the northern part of the
thesis area. Mount Shasta in the background. DP =
Duzel Phyllite, TV = Tertiary Volcanic Rocks, AMQ =
lower quartzwacke member of the Antelope Mountain
Quartzite.
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Figure 3. Topography and outcrops in the southern part of the
thesis area. Massive quartzwacke and conglomerate
beds marked by arrow.
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Extensive talus slopes and dense vegetation cover geological

features over large parts of the map area.

Previous Work

Wells, Walker, and Merriam (1959) included in their descrip-

tion of the Duzel and Gazelle Formations almost the whole northern

end of the Eastern Klarnatn Belt, including the Antelope Mountain

strata and the rocks which underlie them. Irwin (1960, 1966, 1972)

did reconnaissance work throughout the Klamath Mountains, and

mapped the Antelope Mountain Quartzite as undifferentiated Paleo-

zoic strata. The Southern Pacific Company compiled information

on structural geology and economic mineral deposits in the Klamath

Mountains, including the Antelope Mountain area (Spurck, 1957).

Condie and Snansieng (1971) studied the Petrology and geochemistry

of the Duzel and Gazelle Formations, and suggested possible tectonic

models for the deposition of the two formations. Preston Hotz of

the U.S. Geological Survey completed reconnaissance mapping of

the Yreka Quadrangle in 1974, and at present is formally naming

the Antelope Mountain Quartzite and the underlying Duzel Phyllite.

Zdanowicz (1971), Rohr (1972), Porter (1974), and Nachman (1977),

all of Oregon State University, have done detailed thesis mapping

of the sedimentary strata and volcanic rocks to the south of Antelope

Mountain, in the Yreka, Etna, and China Mountain Quadrangles.
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Regional Geology

Antelope Mountain occupies part of the northern end of the

Eastern Klamath Belt of the Klamath Mountains of northern Califor-

nia (Irwin, 1972) (Figure 4). The Eastern Klamath Belt rocks consist

of an eastward-dipping eugeosynclinal sequence of graywacke,

greenstone, mudstone and shale, limestone, conglomerate, and

chert ranging in age from Ordovician to Mississippian (Irwin, 1960,

1966). The Eastern Klamath Belt is bounded on the west by the

Central Metamorphic Belt, a sequence of highly metamorphosed

eugeosynclinal strata. The boundary between the two belts is

defined by a zone of ultramafic rocks. The Eastern Klamath Belt

is bounded on the east by overlapping Late Cretaceous marine strata,

Tertiary volcanic rocks, and Quaternary alluvial sediments (Figure

4).

Antelope Mountain consists of a probable thrust block composed

of 880 meters of folded and faulted quartzwackes, shale and mud-

stone, conglomerate, and chert which overlies the Duzel Phyllite

and the informally named ?TSchulmeyer Gulch sequence" (Plate 1, 3).

All three rock units were originally described by Wells, Walker,

and Merriam (1959) as part of their Duzel Formation of Late

Ordovician (? ) age.
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A large north-trending positive residual gravity anomaly

underlying Antelope Mountain and the area to the south as far as

China Mountain and Mount Eddy has been described by La Fehr (1966)

(Figure 5). According to La Fehr, Hanalysis of the gravity anomaly

requires that the anomalous mass be large (23 x 1010 gm/cm)

(anomalous mass per unit length) and shallow (less than four km

below the surface)". The intrusive body responsible for the

anomaly may be composed of sill-like serpentinized ultramafic rocks

occupying the crest of an anticlinal structure.
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STRATIGRAPHIC DESCRIPTIONS AND
DISCUSSION

Duzel Phyllite

Name

12

The Duzel Phyllite is areally the most extensive rock unit in

contact with the Antelope Mountain Quartzite. Wells and others

(1959) included the phyllite in their description of the Duzel For-

mation. Hotz (1974) separated the phyllite from the rest of the

Duzel Formation, and informally named it the "" phyllite of Scarface

Ridge!! after a prominant ridge to the south of Antelope Mountain.

Hotz (in press) is formally naming and describing the unit. Nachman

(1977) described the phyllite near Duzel Rock, to the southwest of

Antelope Mountain.

Litho logy

The Duzel Phyllite is generally greenish gray (5 GY 6/1) in

color on fresh and weathered surfaces. Beds reach a maximum

thickness of approximately two centimeters, and are highly folded.

Folds range in wavelength from two millimeters to several tens of

centimeters (Figure 6), and often contain multiple crenulations near

their crests. The phyllite forms slopes and low ridges with only

infrequent outcrops along roads.
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Figure 6. Duzel Phyllite in outcrop.
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Petrographically, the unit is composed of siltstone and mud-

stone containing monocrystalline strained and unstrained quartz,

polycrystalline strained quartz, plus small amounts of plagioclase,

muscovite, pyrite, and magnetite. Detrital grains are set in a

matrix composed of clay minerals, sericite, and chlorite, with

calcite and hematite cement (Figure 7, Table 1). The mica forms

flakes large enough to impart a silky sheen to the bedding or

foliation surfaces. The schistosity of the phyllite is accentuated

by segregation bands, alternately quartzo-feldspatic and micaceous

in nature. The quartz-rich layers average four to five times

wider than the micaceous layers. Concentrations of hematite are

common along sheared zones between quartz grains and in the

micaceous layers. Quartz grain size ranges from 0.05 to 0.1

millimeters. Most grains are in grain support although in some

beds they float in the matrix, Grains are generally subangular to

subrounded, and poorly sorted.

To the east and northeast of the Antelope Mountain Quartzite,

the phyllite coarsens in grain size to 0.05 to 0.3 millimeters and

bedding becomes thicker, to as much as 10 to 15 centimeters.

Deformation and schistosity decrease with increasing bed thickness

and grain size. One sample collected contains possible flute marks

in what appears to be a small sandy channel approximately 20

centimeters wide. Calcite-filled fractures are common in both
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Figure 7. Photomicrograph of Duzel Phyllite showing offset in a
calcite vein. 80x magnification with crossed nicols.
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Table 1. Modal analysis (400 points) for Duzel Phyllite. Numbers
are percent of each mineral constituent. (SU2 is phyllite
from southern part of map area, SU4-B is calcareous
siltstone from northeast part of map area).

polycrystalline
strained quartz

polycrystalline
unstained quartz

monoc rystalline
strained quartz

monoc rystalline
unstrained quartz

total detrital quartz

feldspar (plagioclase)

calcite cement

matrix (clay, chlorite,
hematite, mica)

SU2 SU4-B

9.0 9.0

2.0 1.5

25.3 25.5

9.0 10.5

45.0 46.5

1.2 1.0

9.0 15.0

44.8 37.5
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the phyllite and calcareous meta-siltstone. Some are offset by

folding of the beds, and therefore predate deformation of the

formation.

Thickness

No thickness was determined for the Duzel Phyllite due to the

intense internal deformation of the unit, and the large areal extent

of the unit beyond the limits of the thesis area.

Contacts

The contact between the Duzel Phyllite and the overlying

Antelope Mountain Quartzite is marked by a thrust fault. In some

localities, the phyllite has been brought into high-angle fault con-

tact with the overlying strata by the latest period of faulting

associated with the Antelope Mountain sequence.

Age

Wells and others (1959) assigned an age of Ordovician (7 ) to

their Duzel Formation (including the Duzel Phyllite). As a possible

parent rock to the Abrams Mica Schist of the Central Metamorphic

Belt (Lanphere and others, 1968) which was metamorphosed in the

Early to Middle Devonian (380 m y), the Duzel Phyllite would have

to be considerably older than that age. Whether the Duzel Phyllite
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is older or younger than the Antelope Mountain Quartzite is not

clear.

Depositional Environment and Metamorphism

Hotz (in press) believes that the original sediments of the

Duzel Phyllite were deposited in a submarine fan complex. He also

suggests that the Antelope Mountain Quartzite is in depositional

contact with the phyllite and represents channel deposits laid down

over the Duzel Phyllite siltstones and mudstones.

The original fine grained elastic sediments of the Duzel

Phyllite were subjected to regional low grade (greenschist facies)

metamorphism (Lanphere and others, 1968). Thinly bedded strata

in the southern part of the thesis area show substantial effects of

metamorphic alteration while the thicker-bedded meta-siltstone in

the northern part of the area show considerably less severe meta-

morphic alteration.

Schulmeyer Gulch Sequence

Name

Underlying the western and northwestern parts of the Antelope

Mountain Quartzite is the itlimestone-quartzite-chert sequence of

Schulmeyer Gulch" as described by Hotz (1974). Wells and others

(1959) included these rocks in their Duzel Formation.
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Litho logy

The sequence contains medium gray (N5), recrystallized lime-

stone in beds 20 centimeters to a few meters thick (Figure 8), vari-

colored bedded chert, and dark gray (N3) to very pale orange (10 YR

8/2) chert conglomerate. No quartzite was encountered in the thesis

area, but it has been reported by Hotz (in press). The limestone

crops out in the southwest and northwest parts of the thesis area.

The chert conglomerate was not seen in outcrop, but a few pieces of

float were found in the NW 1/4 section 8 T 44 N R 6 W. The con-

glomerate is composed of angular clasts of chert, less than two

centimeters in diameter, set in a matrix of silt and sand sized

strained quartz and chert grains and silica cement (Figure 9).

Framework grains are in grain support. Some of the chert grains

contain small spherical holes filled with vein quartz which may

represent recrystallized radiolarians. No fabric orientation was

observed in the conglomerate.

Contacts

The limestone, and presumably the rest of the sequence, lies

in fault contact with the Antelope Mountain Quartzite. No depositional

contacts were found either between the sequence and surrounding

formations, or between different lithologies within the sequence.
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Figure 8. Limestone beds from the fiSchulmeyer Gulch Sequence. ft
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Figure 9. Photomicrograph of chert conglomerate from "Schulmeyer
Gulch Sequencen. The large clasts are chert, matrix is
clay, quartz, and silica cement. 20x magnification,
nicols not crossed.
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Hotz (in press) suggests that the Schulmeyer Gulch sequence may be

a melange.

Thickness and Age

No thickness was determined due to poor exposures throughout

the thesis area. No fossils have been recovered from the recrystal-

lized limestone. Radiolarian molds in the chert conglomerate sug-

gest a Phanerozoic age.

Depositional Environment

The limestone, chert, and chert conglomerate lithologies,

plus the possible presence of radiolaria are suggestive of marine

deposition. The chert conglomerate may indicate reworking of the

chert, if in fact it is a sedimentary breccia and not the result of

structural brecciation.

Antelope Mountain Quartzite:
General Description

Name, Locality, and Extent

The Antelope Mountain Quartzite, was considered an undifferen-

tiated part of the Duzel Formation by Wells and others (1959), and

later mapped as the uquartzite of Antelope Mountain!' by Hotz (1974).

Hotz (in press) is formally naming and describing the unit. Outcrops
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typical of the sequence are exposed in parts of 45 sections of T 43,

44, 45 N R 6, 7 W of the Yreka Quadrangle, California.

Stratigraphic Subdivisions

The Antelope Mountain Quartzite consists of approximately 820

meters of interbedded quartzwacke, shale, mudstone, and quart;

conglomerate overlain by at least 70 meters of bedded chert. On the

basis of lithological variations, the sequence has been divided into

three informally named members; the lower and middle quartzwacke

members and the bedded chert member. The middle quartzwacke

member contains beds of quartz conglomerate, important as

stratigraphic marker beds throughout the thesis area. The dis-

cussion of the members relies on the assumption that the bedded

chert member lies stratigraphically higher, and is younger than, the

lower and middle quartzwacke members, and that the sequence is

not overturned.

Metamorphism

The Antelope Mountain quartzwackes and quartz conglomerate

contain significant amounts of chlorite and traces of epidote. The

inclusion of these minerals suggests that the strata have been sub-

jected to low grade greenschist metamorphism (Williams and others,

1954). Metamorphism of the clastic sediments may have occurred
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at the same time as that which affected the underlying Duzel Phyllite

(Middle Devonian), or during Jurassic age Nevadan orogenic events

(Lanphere, 1968).

Antelope Mountain Quartzite:
Lower Quartzwacke Member

Name and Type Locality

The lower quartzwacke member has not been differentiated from

the other members of the Antelope Mountain Quartzite in previous

investigations of the area. The type locality is situated in the NWI /4

SW 1/4 section 29, SW1/4 SW1 /4 section 29, SE1 /4 section 30,

NW1 /4 NE1/4 section 31, and NE1/4 NE1/4 section 31, T 44 N R 6 W.

Other outcrops occur in 30 sections of T 43, 44 N R 6, 7 W.

Litho logy

The lower member is commonly light brown (5 YR 5/6), grayish

green (10 GY 5/2), yellowish gray (5 Y 7/2), or light olive gray

(5 Y 5/2) on fresh surfaces. Weathered surfaces vary between light

brown (5 YR 5/6), moderate yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4), dark

yellowish orange (10 YR 6/6), pale brown (5 YR 5/2), moderate

brown (5 YR 4/4), grayish red (10 R 4/2), yellowish gray (5 Y 7/2),

and very dusky red (10 R 2/2) in color. The varying color on

weathered surfaces is largely dependent on iron oxide and manganese
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oxide staining and decomposition of the rock surface by lichens.

Bed thicknesses range from less than one cm to about 32

cm (Figure 10). Parting is common along bedding planes and

fractures parallel to bedding planes. Bedding surfaces are flat or

undulatory. No sedimentary structures were observed although

undulatory surfaces may represent minor loading or scouring.

Randomly oriented quartz granules and pebbles, as large as one

centimeter in diameter, commonly occur in the quartzwacke.

Angular shale ripups, less than one centimeter in diameter, are

also common in the quartzwacke both singly and concentrated in

beds as a sedimentary breccia (Figure 11). No fossils or trace

fossils were encountered in the field. Dendrites are common on

the weathered surfaces of some beds.

Interbedded with the quartzwacke is mudstone and very fissile

shale, in intervals two centimeters to more than one meter thick.

Bedding contacts between shale and quartzwacke are flat or undula-

tory, and are sharp. Three distinctive color schemes predominate

on weathered surfaces in the shale; 1) pale brown (5 YR 5/2) to

grayish red (5 R 4/2), 2) dark yellowish orange (10 YR 7/4) to

moderate yellowish brown (10 YR 4/1), or olive gray (5 Y 4/1), or

3) brownish gray (5 YR 4/1) or grayish red (10 R 4/2) to pale

reddish brown (10 R 5/4). Some shale beds contain medium to

coarse grained quartz grains floating in the clay matrix.



Figure 10. Quartzwacke and shale beds from lower member of the
Antelope Mountain Quartzite.
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Figure 11. Shale ripups in a quartzwacke bed from the lower
quartzwacke member. Scale is in centimeters.
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The lower quartzwacke member forms extensive talus slopes

with some of the thicker sandstone beds protruding from the loose

debris or overlying soil. The best exposed outcrops occur in

logging roadcuts.

The associated sandstone beds are compositionally mature.

They contain an average of 59.4 percent detrital quartz, and 2.0

percent plagioclase and microcline (Figure 12) with traces of
vsphene, zircon, and muscojaite. The matrix accounts for 26.7

percent of the overall volume (Table 2). Matrix is composed of

sericite, chlorite, and other clay minerals, plus hematite, and

pyrite. The matrix is probably of mixed authigenic and detrital

origin because although most of the framework grains are in

contact with each other, partial alteration to sericite was observed

in many of them.

The lower member, although compositionally mature, is

texturally immature. Sorting ranges from poor to moderate, and

rounding indices (Powers, 1953) vary between angular (0. 1) and

rounded (0. 9) for polycrystalline quartz grains. The sandstone was

classified as a quartzwacke following the classification of Williams,

Turner, and Gilbert (1954) (Figure 15).

The quartzwacke beds are commonly fractured. Fractures

range in width to a maximum of approximately one centimeter, and

are mostly filled with vein quartz, hematite, and pyrite. Some
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Figure 12. Photomicrograph of microcline grain and quartz grains
in lower member. Microcline shows gridiron twinning
and partial alteration to sericite. 80x magnification
with crossed nicols.
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Table 2. Modal analysis (500 points) for lower quartzwacke member
of the Antelope Mountain Quartzite. Numbers are percent
of each mineral constituent.

L3 LD19 LB LA1 LA32 Average

monoc rystal-
line quartz,
unstrained

monoc rys tal -
line quartz,
strained

polycrystal-
line quartz,
unstrained

polycrystal-
line quartz,
strained

total detrital
quartz

silica
cement

matrix

plagioclase

microcline -
orthoclase

8. 0

36. 9

4. 2

12. 9

62.0

6. 4

27. 8

O. 7

O. 7

10. 2

31. 1

2. 7

4. 8

48.8

22.1

26. 8

O. 5

13.6

40. 2

2.6

7.8

64.2

3. 8

31.0

O. 6

5. 8

43. 8

1.2

9.8

60.6

9. 6

28.4

O. 4

0. 6

7. 8

35. 6

1.8

15.8

61.0

18.0

19. 5

1. 1

-

9. 1

37. 5

2.5

10. 2

59.4

11. 9

26.7

O. 7

0. 3
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Figure 13. Photomicrograph of lower member quartzwacke illus-
trating textural immaturity and compositional maturity.
Framework grains are quartz. 80x magnification with
crossed nicols.
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Figure 14. Classification of the lower quartzwacke member of the
Antelope Mountain Quartzite (after Williams and others,
1954).
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secondary vuggy porosity has formed along fractures as a result of

localized solution, but permeability in the rest of the sandstone is

minimal.

Thickness

Six hundred seventy meters of stratigraphic section were

measured from north to south across the type locality, along the

road on top of the ridge wherever possible. The measured thickness

may not be reliable due to repetition of the section caused by

faulting folding, and difficulty in determining relative locations in

the section between rock exposures. No stratigraphic top or

bottom could be determined due to an apparent absence of in-place

sedimentary structures or trace fossils.

Contacts

The contact between the lower and middle members is not

exposed, but its location can be determined to within a few meters

at many localities. On the basis of lithologic similarities, and no

apparent disparity in bedding attitudes between the lower and middle

members, the contact is assumed to be depositional, and possibly

gradational.
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Age

Because no fossils were found in the lower member, no age

could be assigned. A relative age can be determined on the basis

of relative position of the lower member to the bedded chert member,

which presumably lies in the same sedimentary sequence. Since

the age of the chert can be placed within probable limits of Middle

Cambrian to Middle Mesozoic, based on fossil and structural

evidence, the lower member can probably be placed within the same

general limits.

Depositional Environment

The different types of quartz grains in the quartzwacke

suggest first cycle derivation from a metamorphic-acid plutonic

source area (Blatt, Middleton, and Murray, 1972), as do the traces

of microcline, rutile, sphene, muscovite, and zircon also found in

the rock (Heinrich, 1965). Quartz grains are composed predominantly

of monocrystalline and polycrystalline strained quartz (80 percent)

with only 20 percent unstrained quartz present in the rock. A few

well rounded quartz grains with clay rims and quartz overgrowths

(less than one percent of the detrital quartz grains) suggests that

some influx of recycled grains from a texturally mature sandstone

or quartzite also occurred.
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The paucity of microcline, plagioclase, and other chemically

unstable detrital grains suggests that intense chemical weathering

of the source area played an important role in removing the more

unstable mineral grains and rock fragments from the sediment.

Chemical weathering would be most effective in a warm, humid,

oxidizing environment, in a source area of low relief.

Although the quartzwacke is compositionally mature, it lacks

textural maturity. Poor to moderate sorting and a high abundance

of detrital clay matrix (at least part of the matrix is assumed to be

of authigenic origin since seritization of framework grains is

common, but no indication of the relative abundances of the two

types exists) suggest that rapid burial with little or no reworking of

the sediments by currents occurred. The well rounded nature and

high sphericity of many of the quartz grains is indicative of

relatively long transport distances for those grains. The size of

the polycrystalline quartz grains is probably representative of the

grain size in the parent rock, whereas the size of many of the

monocrystalline grains is dependent on the decomposition of the

composite grains.

The structureless, poorly sorted, matrix-rich nature of the

beds, plus the absence of cross-bedding, bottom marks, or other

Bouma sequence structures suggests that transport and deposition

was largely by non-turbid gravity flow processes. Some combination
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of fluidized/grain/sandy debris flow mechanism is most likely.

Shale ripups, common in some sandstone beds, indicate the

presence of some turbulence at least periodically, and may be

evidence of deposition by turbidity currents. For instance, at

relatively high flow regimes a traction carpet with high grain con-

centration could be maintained, resulting in the formation of thick

structureless beds by turbidity currents in proximal environments

(Walker, 1967). The interbedded shale represents intermittant

deposition of hemipelagic mud.

The initial dispersion of the gravity flows could have been

the result of rapid loading and shock-induced failure of masses of

sand and clay on slopes having a gradient larger than the maximum

angle of repose for the sediment (Klein and others, 1972). Main-

tainance of the initial dispersion by intermixing of the sediment with

the surrounding water would allow movement of the sediment down-

slope as long as gravitational and dispersive forces remained greater

than frictional forces. Simultaneous development of a turbidity

current could occur, due to mixing with the overlying water, and

could aid in continued movement of the sediment (Stauffer, 1967;

Middleton, 1969).

The platy quartzwackes of the lower member classify as

Facies B2 massive sandstones without dish structure due to the

absence of internal organization in the sediment and the lack of
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discernable dish structures (Walker and Mutti, 1973). Facies B2

sandstones are thought to be deposited in the channelled middle fan

environment of submarine fan complexes (Mutti and Ricci Lucchi,

1972; Walker and Mutti, 1973). However, in the thesis area, the

absence of surrounding facies makes the hypothesis very speculative.

Slopes sufficie:itly steep for sediment transport by means of

non-turbid gravity flows occur in environments other than submarine

canyon-fan complexes. Delta-front troughs, characterized by

steep slopes averaging 45 degrees (Shepard and Dill, 1966), may

contain sediment deposits appearing nearly identical to those formed

in submarine canyons and associated fans (Klein and others, 1972).

Because such shallow water components as carbonates and shallow

water-fauna are absent in the Antelope Mountain strata, the

typically deeper water submarine canyon-fan complex is favored

over the delta-front environment of deposition.

Antelope Mountain Quartzite:
Middle Quartzwacke Member

Name and Type Locality

The middle quartzwacke member, like the other two members,

has in the past either been mapped as an undifferentiated part of the

Antelope Mountain Quartzite (Hotz, 1974), or as a part of the Duzel

Formation of Wells and others (1959).
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The type locality is situated in the NE 1/4 sec. 32, T. 44 N.,

R. 6 W., Yreka Quadrangle. One other typical locality is located

in the SE 1/4 NE 1/4, SW 1/4 NE 1/4, and NE 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 9,

T. 44 N., R. 6 W. Other outcrops of the middle quartzwacke

member occur in 39 sections of T. 43, 44, 45 N., R. 6, 7 W.

Lithology

The color of the middle quartzwacke varies between dark

yellowish orange (10 YR 6/6), yellowish gray (5 Y 8/1), very light

gray (N 8), light gray (N 7), and brownish black (5 YR 2/1) on fresh

surfaces, and yellowish gray (5 Y 8/1), grayish orange (10 YR 6/6)

on weathered surfaces. Weathered surfaces are covered with green

and black lichen. Bed thicknesses range between 20 cm and two

meters, but are most often greater than 30 cm thick (Figure 15).

Bedding surfaces are indistinct and are easily confused with

fractures. Weathered surfaces are commonly friable, whereas

fresh surfaces have a glassy appearance. No sedimentary struc-

tures were observed in the field. No fossils were found in the field

or in petrographic studies. The quartzwacke outcrops form

prominant cliffs and ridges throughout the thesis area.

The thick-bedded quartzwacke of the middle member is com-

posed of 78 to 90 percent framework grains and 10 to 22 percent

sericite, chlorite, and hematite matrix. Framework grains are
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Figure 15. Middle quartzwacke member in outcrop. Rock hammer
for scale.
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predominantly composed of monocrystalline strained quartz (Table

3) plus smaller amounts of monocrystalline unstrained quartz,

polycrystalline strained and unstrained quartz, plagioclase, and

microcline. Both quartz and feldspar grains range from fresh to

highly sericitized in appearance.

Interbedded with the thick-bedded quartzwacke is platy quartz-

wacke and shale similar in appearance and composition to that which

occurs in the lower member, chert, siliceous mudstone, and quartz

conglomerate. The shale beds occur at intervals of about 5 to 10

meters, and are as much as one meter thick. The chert and

siliceous mudstone occur in the top third of the member (Plate 3)

in an interval approximately eight meters thick. The color is

grayish red (% R 4/2) to pale red (5 R 6/2) on both fresh and

weathered surfaces. Beds are from one to ten centimeters thick.

The chert weathers to small blocks while the mudstone forms a

platy or splintery talus slope. The chert is composed of crypto-

crystalline quartz with hematite stain, and appears to have under-

gone no recrystallization. Dark gray nodules composed of iron

oxides or manganese oxides are scattered throughout the siliceous

mudstone. The nodules are approximately one to ten millimeters in

diameter (Figure 16).

The quartz conglomerate beds are important enough to warrant
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Table 3. Modal analysis (500 points) for middle quartzwacke member
of the Antelope Mountain Quartzite. Numbers are percent of
each mineral constituent.

monocrystal -
line quartz,
unstrained

monocrystal -
line quartz,
strained

polycrystal-
line quartz,
unstrained

polycrystal-
line quartz,
strained

total detrital
quartz

silica
cement

matrix

plagioclase

microcline-
orthoclase

UB13 Ul UA31 U2 UA4 UD69 Average

14. 2 15. 3 9. 8 14. 7 18. 2 19. 6 15. 3

44. 0 44. 7 44. 8 54. 2 49. 6 50. 4 47. 9

4. 0 6. 9 3. 0 1. 1 1. 8 2. 6 3. 2

18. 7 15. 3 20. 7 5. 1 10. 6 7. 4 13. 0

80. 9 82. 2 78. 3 75. 1 80. 2 80. 0 79. 4

2.4 0.9 2.7 0.4 0.6 1.2

14. 0 10. 1 17. 7 22. 0 17. 2 18. 2 16. 5

0.7 1.2 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.6

0.2 0.2 1.0 0.2
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Figure 16. Iron oxide nodules from the siliceous mudstone in the
middle quartzwacke member. Scale in centimeters.
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description and discussion in a separate section, following that of

the middle member.

The massive quartzwackes contain significantly more inter-

grown quartz grains, some with micro-sutured boundaries, but

considerably less silica cement than the platy, matrix-rich ones.

The greater induration of the massive beds appears to be not only

related to bed thickness, but also to the lesser degree of silica

cementation and the greater intergrowth of the detrital quartz

grains. The thick-bedded quartzwackes of the middle member are

compositionally mature. They contain, an average, only 0. 8 per-

cent feldspar, only trace amounts of unstable lithic fragments, and

only very stable heavy minerals such as zircon, sphene, and

rutile.

The massive beds are texturally immature. Rounding ranges

from angular and rounded (Powers, 1953) (0. 1 to 0.9 for both

polycrystalline and monocrystalline grains),. Sorting is moderate

to poor. Grain size ranges from very fine sand to coarse sand

(0. 05 mm to 1.4 mm in diameter), and averages about 0.5 milli-

meters.

Following the classification of Williams, Turner, and Gilbert

(1954), the massive beds are classified as quartzwacke (Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Classification of the middle quartzwacke member of the
Antelope Mountain Quartzite (after Williams and others,
1954).
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Thickness

Two stratigraphic sections were measured (Plate 3). Each

was between 137 and 145 meters thick. In both cases, the lower

contact was not exposed. An estimate for the total thickness of the

member might be 160 meters, not taking into account possible

folding and faulting in both sections.

Contacts

The contact with the overlying bedded chert member delineates

a distinct lithological break caused by a major change in environ-

ments of deposition of the Antelope Mountain Quartzite. The con-

tact is not marked by any discordance in strikes and dips between

the two members, and therefore is assumed to be depositional,

although never directly exposed.

Age

No relative age could be established for the middle member

since no fossils were found. If the contact between the middle

member and the overlying bedded chert member is assumed to be

depositional, the age of the middle member might be considered as

similar, and therefore probably lies between the limits of Middle

Cambrian and Middle Mesozoic.
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Depositional Environment

The massive quartzwackes which comprise the lower two

thirds of the middle member are compositionally and texturally

similar to the platy, matrix-rich quartzwackes of the lower member

and the upper part of the middle member. The major compositional

differences are found in the amounts of detrital quartz and clay

matrix and silica cement. The massive quartzwackes contain

approximately 20 percent more detrital quartz and 20 percent less

matrix and cement. These differences may be indicative of

changing conditions in the source area and during transport to the

depositional basin. The eroded source rock may have contained

more quartz and less unstable material than that previously eroded.

The time during which grains were exposed to chemical action may

have increased as they were transported over an increasingly mature

landscape, leading to increased dissolution of the more unstable

ones. Decrease of clay matrix may also suggest that during

transport more efficient winnowing of fine grained material occurred,

increasing the detrital grain to clay matrix ratio.

The massive quartzwackes were presumably deposited in the

same deep sea environments, by the same mechanisms, as the

platy, matrix-rich ones. The absence of discernable dish

structures or other sedimentary structures coupled with the thick
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bedded, poorly sorted nature of the sediment makes determination

of the dominant flow mechanisms difficult. Some combination of

fluidized/grain/sandy debris flow processes most probably pre-

vailed, with possible added influx from turbidity currents.

The varied lithologies in the upper third of the middle

member are suggestive of fluctuating tectonic or climatic conditions

in the source area. The conglomerates, discussed in the next

section, and the small accumulation of chert, may represent

periodic tectonic activity and quiescence. The renewed deposition

of significant quantities of matrix-rich quartzwackes in the top part

of the middle member may also be suggestive of tectonic or

climatic changes. Uplift, or a drier climate, could have resulted

in more rapid transport over steepened gradients, resulting in

decreased amounts of reworking and winnowing of the sediments

and less time for chemical breakdown of clay minerals to occur

before burial.

Moderate to good rounding of many of the detrital zircon

(and rutile) grains in the heavy mineral fraction of the quartzwacke

indicates that the zircon grains, and possibly some of the quartz and

other heavy minerals, were recycled or transported extremely

long distances. The varied shape, color, and grain size of the

zircon grains suggests that they were derived from multiple

sources of varying composition and magmatic cooling histories.
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Antelope Mountain Quartzite: Quartz Conglomerate
Marker Beds of the Middle Quartzwacke

Name and Type Locality

The conglomerate marker beds discussed in this section are

part of the middle quartzwacke member of the Antelope Mountain

Quartzite. They are treated as a separate entity because they

represent one of only very few consistently identifiable stratigraphic

horizons in more than 880 meters of measured section.

The type locality is designated as such because of relatively

good exposures of thick, structureless beds in what appears to be

a fault-controlled repeated section. Tie type locality is in the

NW 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 2, NE 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 2 T. 43 N., R. 7 W.

and the SE 1/4 SE 1/4 sec. 35 T. 44 N., R. 7 W. , approximately

200 yards northeast of the television relay station (Plate 1). Other

outcrops more indicative of the location of the conglomerate in the

Antelope Mountain stratigraphic sequence but less well exposed are

located in the SW 1/4 NW 1/4 sec. 32, NW 1/4 SW 1/4 sec. 4, and

SE 1/4 SE 1/4 SW 1/4 sec. 4 T. 44 N., R. 6 W. Outcrops of the

conglomerate were observed in 30 sections of T. 43, 44 N., R.

6, 7, W.
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Litho logy

The color of the conglomerate beds is similar to that of the

quartzwacke beds in the middle member on both fresh and weathered

surfaces. The color of the framework grains larger than 2 mm in

diameter, is most commonly opaque milky white or light gray, but

may also be tan or grayish black (Figure 18). Beds are on the

order of several meters thick with no visible bedding surfaces. Beds

are well fractured and form extensive talus slopes at the base of

cliffs which may be as much as seven meters high. The conglomerate

is well indurated. Fractures cut through pebbles rather than around

them. Porosity and permeability are restricted to a few vugs a few

millimeters wide formed along fractures. No fossils or sedimen-

tary structures were observed in the conglomerate.

The conglomerate matrix is similar in composition and

appearance to the thick-bedded quartzwackes which account for

approximately two thirds of the middle member. The matrix is

composed primarily of monocrystalline strained quartz, plus lesser

amounts of monocrystalline unstrained quartz, polycrystalline

strained and unstrained quartz, plagioclase, microcline, silica cement,

and various clay minerals (Table 4).

The composition of the granule and pebble sized framework

grains (Table 5) is similar to that of the matrix except that
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Figure 18. Quartz conglomerate from marker bed in the type
locality. F = feldspar, Q = quartz.
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Table 4. Modal analysis (200 points) for the matrix (less than 2 mm)
from the conglomerate marker beds in the middle quartz -
wacke member of the Antelope Mountain Quartzite.
Numbers are percent of each mineral constituent.

PA TV PA54 PD2 PA 8 PA1 Average

monocrystal -
line quartz, 2. 0 10. 0 12.0 2. 0 8. 0 6. 8

unstrained

monocrystal -
line quartz, 36. 0 26. 0 30. 0 44. 0 28. 0 32. 8
strained

polycrystal-
line quartz, 4. 0 0. 8
unstrained

polycrystal-
line quartz, 8. 0 18.0 10.0 12.0 8. 0 6. 8

strained

total detrital
quartz 50.0 54.0 52.0 58.0 44.0 51. 6

silica cement 10.0 10.0 14.0 6. 0 17.0 11. 4

clay minerals,
hematite, 38.0 30.0 32.0 36.0 38.0 34.8
chlorite

plagioclase 2.0 6.0 2.0 2.0
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Table 5. Modal analysis (number of framework grains per thin
section) for framework grains (larger than 2 mm) from the
conglomerate marker beds in the middle quartzwacke
member of the Antelope Mountain Quartzite. Numbers are
percent of each mineral constituent.

PA TV PA54 PD2 PD8 PA 1 Average

monoc rystal -
line quartz, 5. 0 10.0 5. 5 5. 3 5. 2

unstrained

monocrystal -
line quartz, 12. 5 10. 0 15. 0 16. 5 42. 1 19. 2

strained

polycrystal-
line quartz - 12.5 10.0 7. 9 6. 1

unstrained

polycrystal-
line quartz, 37. 5 55. 0 60. 0 66. 5 36. 8 51. 2

strained

total detrital
quartz

75. 0 85. 0 95. 0 94. 0 94. 7 88. 7

plagioclase 2. 6 0. 5

microcline 12. 5 2. 6 3. 0

chert 12.5 15.0 2. 5 5. 5 2. 6 7. 6

schist 15.0 2.5 5.5 -- 4.6

mudstone 12. 5 - 2. 5
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polycrystalline strained quartz becomes the primary constituent.

This suggests that the conglomerate matrix, as well as the other

quartzwackes in the Antelope Mountain sequence, were derived from

a coarse grained parent rock, which was chemically, and physically,

reduced in size during weathering and transportation. Minor

amounts of lithic constituents such as chert, shale or mudstone,

and quartz phyllite are also included in the conglomerate.

The conglomerate is compositionally mature. More than 88

percent of the detrital material coarser than two millimeters is

composed of quartz. Texturally, the conglomerate is submature.

Sorting ranges from poor to moderate, and rounding from sub-

angular (0. 3) to subrounded (0. 7). Framework clast size ranges

from 2.0 to 25.0 millimeters; granules to coarse pebbles. Grain

size of the matrix ranges from clay to sand sized material.

The conglomerate was classified as a disorganized conglomer-

ate (Walker and Mutti, 1973) since no internal organization exists.

According to the Krumbein (1963) classification, the beds are

composed of sandy conglomerates (Figures 19, 20) and pebbly

sandstones (Figure 21).

Thickness

The thickness of the conglomerate beds in different parts of

the member, and at different localities, varies considerably.
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Figure 19. Classification of slabbed samples collected from the
middle member conglomerate marker beds. (Modified
from Krumbein, 1963, and Folk, 1954).
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Figure 20. Sandy conglomerate (Krumbein, 1963) from the middle
quartzwacke member. Scale is in centimeters.
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Figure 21. Pebbly sandstone (Krumbein, 1963) from the conglomer-
ate marker beds in the middle member. Scale is in
centimeters.
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Exposed beds attain thicknesses of seven to fifteen meters.

Contacts

Contacts, although not exposed, are assumed to be depositional

since the beds represent a similar interbedded lithology contained

within the quartzwackes of the middle member.

Age

Since the conglomerate beds are contained within the middle

member, their age would be the same as the rest of the member

(Middle Cambrian to Middle Mesozoic).

Depositional Environment

The composition of the quartz in the conglomerate suggests a

metamorphic-granitic source such as the continental craton or

border land. The types of quartz found in the conglomerate are

common in quartz-mica schist, gneiss, granite, and pegmatite.

The high degree of compositional maturity of the clasts and the sand

fraction of the matrix indicates that unstable numerals and rock

fragments were chemically reduced to clays, most of which were

removed from the sediment before deposition occurred. A warm,

humid environment, as discussed earlier, could be responsible

for sufficient chemical weathering to reduce chemically unstable
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igneous and metamorphic rock fragments less stable than quartz

to clay minerals. The textural submaturity indicated by poor

sorting and moderate angularity suggests short or moderate transport

distances from source to depositional site. The maximum grain

size of about one centimeter of the conglomerate clasts may reflect

both the maximum crystal size of the source rock, and the maximum

competency of the transporting agent at the time of deposition.

Absence of current indicators such as imbrication and fabric

orientation, grading, bottom marks, plus the massive character

of the beds, and the poor sorting suggest deposition by mass move-

ment processes such as sandy debris or grain flows, in which

downslope movement of water-saturated clay, and sand and gravel,

is in response to the pull of gravity (Middleton and Hampton, 1973).

Once initiated by shock-induced failure of the sediment, nonturbid

movement could take place in sediments with small percentages of

clay in the matrix (Hampton, 1970). Both terrigenous and sub-

marine debris flows are commonly episodic events, occurring as

the result of sediment overloading and shock-induced failure on

slopes steep enough to reduce frictional forces and support down-

slope movement.

The pebbly sandstones and sandy conglomerates can be

classified as disorganized pebbly sandstones (Facies A3) and

disorganized conglomerates (Facies Al) respectively (Walker and
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Mutti, 1973). Both facies are composed of thick, structureless

pebbly beds with few shale partings and with no development of

graded bedding or fabric orientation.

According to Mutti and Ricci Lucchi (1972), Facies Al and A3

may be deposited in submarine channels on the continental slope or

its island arc counterpart. When in association with facies B2,

also recognized in the massive and platy sandstone beds of the

lower and middle quartzwacke members, deposition of Facies Al

and A3 may suggest deposition in submarine inner fan channel

environments. Similar beds might also be found in delta-front

channels (Klein and others, 1972), but probably would not be

associated with radiolarian and spiculiferous chert often associated

with deep water deposits.

Antelope Mountain Quartzite:
Bedded Chert Member

Name and Type Locality

The bedded chert member of the Antelope Mountain Quartzite

has not been mapped by other investigators as a distinct strati-

graphic unit.

The designated type locality for the bedded chert member is

located in the NE 1/4 SW 1/4 sec. 6, T. 43 N, R. 6 W. The type

section extends across the type locality from the northwest to the
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southeast (Plate 1). Other typical exposures are located at the top

of the unnamed ridge in the NW 1/4 SE 1/4 and the NE 1/4 SW 1/4

sec. 32, T. 44 N, R. 6 W. and in the NE 1/4 SE 1/4 sec. 9, T. 44 N.,

R. 6 W. Outcrops of chert occur in 40 sections throughout the

thesis area.

Litho logy

The color of the chert is highly variable; most commonly

black (N1), olive black (5 Y 2/1), moderate olive brown (5 Y 4/4),

moderate brown (5 YR 4/4), greenish gray (5 GY 6/1), very dark

red (5 R 2/6), yellowish gray (5 Y 7/2), pinkish gray (5 YR 8/1),

and white (N9) on fresh surfaces, and grayish orange (10 YR 7/4),

dusky yellowish brown (10 YR 2/2), grayish black (N2), greenish

gray (5 GY 6/1), very dark red (5 R 2/6), very dusky red (10 R 2/2),

dark yellowish orange (10 YR 6/6), or very pale orange (10 YR 8/2)

on weathered surfaces.

Bedding ranges in thickness from less than one centimeter in

the NE 1/4 NW 1/4 sec. 6, T. 43 N., R. 6 W. to a maximum of

approximately 1. 2 meters (Figure 22). Bedding surfaces are gen-

erally planar or undulatory with less than two centimeters of relief.

Less commonly, surfaces are covered with small spheroidal knobs

about one centimeter in diameter. Weathered chert beds form

extensive talus slopes, and small stepped ledges and cliffs less
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Figure 22. Bedded chert member in outcrop. Bedding attitude is
89 degrees.
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than three meters high.

The chert is composed of cryptocrystalline quartz, much of

which has been recrystallized to microcrystalline quartz. Crystals

are fairly uniform in size, and equidimensional or elongate in

shape. Crystal size of the recrystallized chert ranges between

0.025 and 0.013 millimeters. The chert in one outcrop in the NE

1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 13, T. 44 N., R. 7 W. is composed of angular to

subangular silt-sized quartz grains, 0.1 to 1.0 millimeters in

diameter in a matrix of quartz crystals 0.017 to 0.033 millimeters

in diameter, and may represent a siliceous turbidite.

In three out of six thin sections of the chert, the chert matrix

showed some degree of preferred crystal orientation (mass

extinction). This suggests preferred growth orientation of quartz

crystals during deposition and later cementation or post-depositional

recrystallization.

Rare detrital grains in the chert include aligned mica flakes

(muscovite ?) about 0.02 millimeters in diameter and angular silt-

sized quartz grains. Authigenic minerals in the chert include

hematite and pyrite cubes, either concentrated along fractures and

in molds of carbonate rhombs 0.1 to 0.2 millimeters in diameter

(Figure 23) or as stain in the rock, and radiating masses of

chlorite found in fractures.
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Figure 23. Photomicrograph of bedded chert member showing molds
of carbonate rhombs, and quartz veins. 80 x magnifica-
tion, nicols not crossed.
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The most common organic constituent of the chert is opaque,

amorphous fragments of unknown organic origin. The fragments

are angular in shape and are generally less than 20 microns in

diameter. In addition, several small spherical holes, infilled with

polycrystalline vein quartz, were observed in thin section which

could be molds of radiolarians. One sample that underwent dis -

solution in hydrofluoric acid also yielded several fragmented and one

whole siliceous sponge spicule (Appendix I, Figures 24, 25).

Most of the chert is highly fractured. The fractures are

generally less than one centimeter wide, but may be as little as 0.5

millimeters in width, and are filled with polycrystalline vein quartz

and concentrations of hematite and pyrite.

Thickness

Approximately 70 meters of chert was measured in the type

locality. Due to an erosional upper contact, folding and faulting in

the member, and a lack of marker beds within the member, the 70

meters probably represents only a very rough estimate of the

thickness of the chert in the type locality.

Contacts

The contact between the bedded chert member and the over-

lying Cretaceous sandstone is marked by an angular unconformity.
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Figure 24. Insoluble residues from sample of bedded chert dis-
solved in hydrofluoric acid. Rod shaped particles
are sponge spicule debris, angular grains are quartz.
80 x magnification.
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Figure 25. Insoluble residues from sample of bedded chert dis-
solved in hydrofluoric acid. Sponge spicule is 125 microns
in length, other grains are quartz. 320x magnification.
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The chert beds are highly folded with bedding attitudes ranging from

vertical to horizontal. The overlying sandstone is not intensely

folded, and is within five degrees of being horizontal.

Age

The age of the chert is not older than Middle Cambrian, based

on fossil evidence (Rigby, 1976). The chert is not younger than

Middle Mesozoic because overlying strata younger than that age

have not been structurally deformed.

Depositional Environment

The presence of whole and fragmented sponge spicules and

possible quartz-filled radiolarian molds, and the total absence of

identifiable remnants of volcanic glass shards, and other pyroclastic

alteration products such as clinoptilolite, montmorillonite, and

disordered cristobalite (Calvert, 1973; Wise and Weaver, 1973),

suggests chert formation through accumulation of siliceous tests of

pelagic organisms. The presence in bedded chert of even scarce

remnants of microorganisms favors a biogenic source (Von Rad

and Rosch, 1973), whereas large volumes of volcanic alteration

products may not lead to the formation of significant amounts of

bedded chert. Wise and Weaver (1973) claim that they encountered

extremely little chert associated with deep sea ashes except where
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siliceous microfossils were also present. According to Garrison

(1973),

The typical radiolarian chert (or spiculiferous chert)
consists of poorly preserved, quartz-filled radiolarian
molds set in a very fine-grained matrix of poorly
resolvable microcrystalline quartz and iron oxides.
The rate of preservation of radiolarian molds (and
other organic debris) is quite variable, due to
partial or complete metamorphic recrystallization
of the rock.

Jackson (1970) suggests that through prolonged chemical

weathering of an essentially peneplaned source area, additional

silica would be dissolved as a result of the breakdown of silicate

minerals. Furthermore, most of the remaining detrital material

would be withheld from transport by the formation of lateritic soil.

Very little coarse-grained clastic material (sand and gravel) would be

transported to the depositional site, but dissolved silica and fine-

grained detrital clay would be. At the depositional site it could be

utilized by microorganisms in the formation of siliceous tests, and

ultimately, chert. Calvert (1968) suggested that the annual amount

of silica supplied in solution to the oceans by streams is significantly

larger than the amount supplied by submarine volcanic activity.

The original accumulation of the biogenic material was

probably in the form of amorphous silica (Park and Croneis, 1969).

Since quartz is the most stable phase in mature, vitreous cherts in
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which almost all siliceous micro-fossils and porosity have been

destroyed, dissolution and recrystallization of the original

siliceous ooze to opaline or quartzitic chert must have occurred

post-depositionally. Von Rad and Rosch (1973) indicated that time

is the controlling factor in the diagenetic formation of quartzitic

chert. According to their observations, 70 to 90 million years are

required to complete the transformation from ooze to mature chert.

But, because thick accumulations of overlying sediments and meta-

morphism may decrease the time necessary for the conversion, no

precise generalization can be made for all cherts.

The bedded chert member appears to have formed in place.

The beds contain none of the Bouma sequence structures associated

with siliceous turbidites (Garrison, 1973; Nisbet and Price, 1973)

with the possible exception of the single occurrence of siliceous

siltstone described earlier in the section. The chert beds are

recrystallized to such a large extent, though, that if any structures

did exist, they have been obliterated, and therefore their absence is

inconclusive concerning a possible turbidite origin.

The sponge spicules in the chert are meaningless as water

depth indicators (Folk, 1973; Rigby, 1976), but they do suggest

marine deposition in clear water. The inclusion of molds of

carbonate rhombs in some of the beds suggests that deposition

occurred above the calcite compensation depth (CCD). Modern cherts
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are formed primarily in deep water, in open and restricted ocean

basins (Von Rad and Rosch, 1974). Since the chert beds contain no

evidence of peritidal deposition, as proposed by Folk (1973) for the

Cabal los Novaculite, the depth presumably lies between wave base

(200 meters) and the CCD (Riedel, 1959).

Since the chert member supposedly lies in depositional con-

tact with the middle quartzwacke member, it was probably deposited

in the same deep water environment. The formation of the chert

may have occurred over the channel and fan clastic sediments (or

delta-front sediments) after influx of detrital material from a

geomorphologically maturing provenance came to an end or slowed

significantly. The minor amounts of clay found in the chert beds

may be due to settling of hemipelagic clay minerals through the

water column during silica accumulation. The single bed of

detrital, silt-sized quartz may be attributed to a temporary influx

of compositionally mature quartz detritus from the low lying source

areas or from some shallower water, near shore environment.

Name

Cretaceous Rocks

The strata which overlie the Antelope Mountain Quartzite

constitute remnants of the Hornbrook Formation of Peck, Imlay,
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and Popenoe (1956). Elliott (1971) described similar strata near

Hornbrook, California, in the lower arenaceous member of the

Ho rnb rook Formation.

In the map area the Cretaceous sandstone and conglomerate

beds occur in the SE 1/4, SW 1/4 sec. 5 and the SW 1/4 sec. 4 T.

44 N., R. 6 W. , and in the SW 1/4 sec. 6 and the NW 1/4 sec. 7

T. 43 N., R. 6 W (Plate 1).

Lithology

The color of the sandstone and conglomerate ranges from

moderate yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) to grayish red (10 R 4/2) on

weathered surfaces. Beds are 0. 6 to 1. 8 meters thick. Bedding

surfaces are sharp and are planar or slightly undulatory. The

formation forms cap rocks on some ridges and is easily distinguished

topographically and lithologically from the extensive talus slopes

formed by much of the Antelope Mountain strata (Figure 26).

The sandstone is composed of magnetite, microcline and

plagioclase, biotite, hornblende, schist and basalt rock fragments,

chert (?), polycrystalline strained quartz, monocrystalline strained

and unstrained quartz, silica cement, and a matrix composed of

iron oxides, chlorite, and other clay minerals. Feldspar and other

grains less stable than quartz may be almost completely altered to

sericite, or fresh in appearance. The sandstone is friable on
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Figure 26. Cretaceous sandstone (outlined) overlying Antelope
Mountain strata. Antelope Mountain is in the background.
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weathered surfaces. Framework grains range in size from fine to

very coarse sand (0. 1 to 1.5 mm), and are angular or subangular.

Following the sandstone classification of Williams and others (1954),

the sandstone in the thesis area was identified as feldspathic wacke

or arkosic wacke. Some planar crossbedding was observed, indi-

cating paleocurrent directions of 42 and 182 degrees. Bedding

attitudes for both the sandstone and conglomerate range from about

5 degrees to horizontal.

Interbedded with the sandstone are conglomerate beds and

lenses 1 to 2 meters thick. Colors are similar to those of the sand-

stone. Weathered conglomerate beds form sandy soil containing

conglomerate clasts. Clast composition reflects the composition of

the bedrock which underlies the Hornbrook strata. In the map area,

conglomerate clasts are composed largely of well rounded dark

gray chert, quartzite, and volcanic rock pebbles and cobbles 10

to 20 centimeters in length, and angular phyllite and shale pebbles

and cobbles of similar dimensions. Matrix material in the con-

glomerate is similar in appearance and composition to the sand-

stones interbedded with it.

Thickness

Within the map area, the thickness of the Cretaceous strata

is approximately 45 to 60 meters. The Hornbrook Formation as a
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whole reaches a thickness of more than 800 meters. (Peck, Imlay,

and Popenoe, 1956).

Contacts

The contact between the Antelope Mountain sequence and the

Hornbrook is marked by an angular unconformity. The upper

contact of the Hornbrook is erosional.

Age

Peck, Imlay, and Popenoe (1956) consider the Hornbrook

Formation to be of Late Cretaceous age. Elliott (1971) suggested

an age of Turonian to Early Coniacian (based on fossil evidence) for

the Hornbrook Formation near Hornbrook, California. Hotz (1974)

assigned conglomerate beds in the southern part of the map area,

near Pythian Cave, to the Tertiary, due to the inclusion of clasts

composed of Hornbrook-like sandstone in the conglomerate.

Depositional Environment

The erosional remnants of the Hornbrook sandstones found in

the thesis area were originally part of an extensive blanket of

sediments which covered the north eastern part of the Eastern

Klamath Belt (Elliott, 1971).
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Strong currents are indicated by crossbedding in the sand-

stone and imbrication of some pebbles in the conglomerate. The

similarity between pebble composition and the composition of the

underlying strata (Antelope Mountain Quartzite, Duzel Phyllite)

suggest short transport distances. Elliott (1971) suggests that the

presence of abraded and disarticulated marine gastropods and

pelecypods implies nearshore turbulence in a shallow, well-

aerated, high energy environment. He also suggests rapid deposition

of rounded and angular conglomerate clasts supplied by erosion of

sea cliffs and from coastal streams and rivers.

Tertiary (?) Volcanic Rocks

Location and Extent

Four areas along the northern-most ridge in the map area

are covered with angular float blocks of aphanitic basalt similar

in appearance to the Tertiary volcanic rocks in the nearby Shasta

Valley (Figure 27). The blocks are dark gray (N3) to medium dark

gray (N4) in color on fresh surfaces, and pinkish gray (5 YR 8/1)

on weathered surfaces. The float blocks range in size to a

maximum diameter of approximately 0.5 meters. The basalt

probably represents the erosional remnant of a volcanic flow

deposited over the underlying Antelope Mountain strata, rather than

a volcanic body intruding or cutting through the strata.
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Figure 27. Tertiary volcanic rocks in Shasta Valley, north of
thesis area. Rocks in the foreground are quartzwacke
from the middle member of the Antelope Mountain
Quartzite.



Quaternary Alluvium

Location and Extent
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Much of the central part of the thesis area is covered by

Quaternary alluvial sediments, deposited by streams and rivers on

the older strata. Valleys and many of the larger gulches and

ravines contain alluvium composed of quartzite, chert conglomerate,

phyllite, mudstone and shale, limestone, basalt, and other lithol-

ogies found in the vicinity. Grain size ranges from clay to cobbles

and boulders. Rounding varies considerably between different

lithologies, but generally is angular to subrounded.



STRUCTURAL DESCRIPTIONS AND DISCUSSION

Faults

Thrust Faults
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A thrust fault (El, Figure 28) may exist between the Antelope

Mountain Quartzite and the underlying Duzel Phyllite. If the thrust

does exist, the Antelope Mountain Quartzite represents a highly

eroded klippe (three point problems done on the contact on Plate 1

indicate that the structure is a klippe since the thrust plane dips

towards the center of the thrust block) at least 40 square miles in

extent. As mapped in this thesis, the klippe has been totally

removed by erosion in the center of the thesis area (Figure 28,

Plates 1, 2). The small isolated blocks of quartzite at the southern

end of the area likewise represent eroded remnants of the thrust

sheet.

Physical evidence for thrusting is meager or nearly non-

existent throughout large parts of the thesis area. Since the contact

is never directly visible, the true nature of the contact is only

hypothetical at best. For instance, Hotz (in press) suggests that

the Antelope Mountain Quartzite lies in depositional (though uncon-

formable) contact with the Duzel Phyllite, and is not totally bounded

by thrust faults, whereas in this thesis, the Antelope Mountain
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sequence is believed to be an allochthonous body thrust into its

present location. Such important factors as paleontological dating

of the two units, distinct differences in degree of metamorphism,

intensity of folding, and visibility of the contact are either too

broadly defined or are inconclusive regarding the relative ages and

structural relationships of the quartzite and phyllite. Much of the

evidence given below in support of the presence of thrust faults

could also be given in support of an unconformable contact. The

evidence includes:

1. Highly brecciated and fragmented chart beds cut by numerous

quartz veins appear in sec. 34, 35 T44N R7W near the thrust

contact (Figure 29).

2. Most presumed thrust contacts in the thesis area appear

horizontal or dip at fairly low angles.

3. Folded and faulted strata from all three members of the

Antelope Mountain Quartzite come in contact with the thrust

fault (in a haphazard manner, Plate 1) and the Duzel Phyllite.

Furthermore, axes of many of the more prominant folds in

the quartzite trend north-south, perpendicular to the presumed

direction of thrusting. The resultant shortening of the rocks

involved in the thrusting from east to west might be expected

in a structurally bounded block, but since a study of the

structural trends in the Duzel Phyllite was not included in the
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Figure 29. Highly fractured chert from bedded chert member near
thrust fault on the west side of Antelope Mountain.
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objectives of this thesis, no comparison can be made between

the folding trends in the phyllite and the quartzite.

4. Nachman (1977) suggests that the Paleozoic limestones at Duzel

Rock, a few miles to the southwest of Antelope Mountain, were

thrust over the Moffett Creek Formation and the Duzel Phyllite.

While his sedimentary/volcanic sequence may not in any way

be related to the Antelope Mountain sequence, his interpreta-

tion of the structure of the area suggests that a history of thrust

faulting in the Antelope Mountain sequence is not inconceivable.

5. Repetition of the stratigraphic sequence at the top of Antelope

Mountain, and the inclusion of slivers of Duzel Phyllite in the

central part of the thesis area can best be explained by imbricate

thrusting of the Antelope Mountain strata over the underlying

rocks (Figure 28, Plates 1, 2).

6. The chert breccia encountered in the Schulmeyer Gulch sequence

could be a fault breccia formed along the thrust fault composed

of chert from the bedded chert member of the Antelope Mountain

Quartzite. It could also be a basal conglomerate formed along

an uncomformity between the Duzel Phyllite and the Antelope

Mountain Quartzite, or it could be a completely unrelated rock

type forming part of a sedimentary sequence now belonging to

the Schulmeyer Gulch sequence.
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The zone of weakness along which thrusting of the Antelope

Mountain strata occurred may have been within the thick sequence

of the lower quartzwacke member, between the thick-bedded strata

of the middle member and the thin-bedded strata of the lower mem-

ber, or between the lower member and the underlying rocks.

The age of thrust faulting is not known. Thrusting may have

occurred prior to folding and high-angle faulting, or after the strata

had already undergone some deformation.

High-Angle Faults

Normal or high-angle reverse faulting occurred during at

least two periods during the post-depositional history of the Antelope

Mountain strata. Vertical, rotational, and possibly some strike-

slip movement may be associated with many of the faults. Displace-

ment along faults which cut only the thick sequence of the lower

member is impossible to calculate due to the absence of marker

beds within the member. Estimates of displacement along faults

which offset the thrust fault and the middle and bedded chert members

range from a few meters to hundreds of meters.

Ravines and gaps along ridge crests probably represent the

topographical surface expression of many of the high-angle faults

in the area. Abrupt changes in bedding attitudes and lithological

discontinuities along the five ridges in the thesis area can be
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attributed to faulting (or folding). Bedding attitudes (poles perpen-

dicular to the bedding plane) from the five ridges composed of

quartzite, and from the smaller fault blocks in each ridge were

plotted on stereonet diagrams (Appendix V). Results indicate that

bedding attitudes from the various blocks in a given ridge differ

significantly both in strike and dip, indicating that each ridge has

been faulted by high-angle faults trending generally east-west (E2,

Figure 28, Plates 1, 2). Furthermore, when the data from each

of the five ridges are compared, significant differences in the bedding

attitudes of the strata appear, suggesting that a later period of

faulting, trending north-south, further disrupted the thrust sheet

(E3, Figure 28, Plates 1, 2).

Both periods of faulting presumably post-date thrust faulting,

and therefore offset the thrust fault along fault planes. Many of the

E2 and E3 faults may be reactivated tear faults formed during thrust

faulting, or reactivated faults formed before thrusting occurred.

Folds

Stereonet diagram plots indicate that most major anticlinal

and synclinal axes in the Antelope Mountain Quartzite trend generally

north-south or east-west (with some variation) (Appendix V). Most

structures involve relatively broad folds with moderate dips,

although one fold in the southern part of the area (Plate 1) appears
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much tighter. Folds range in wavelength and amplitude from a few

centimeters (Figure 30) to hundreds of meters. Folds are termina-

ted by faults and therefore must pre-date them. Thrust faulting

may have occurred after folding or may be associated with folding.

Folding occurred after consolidation of the sediments.

Evidence of brittle (as opposed to soft-sediment) deformation is

readily observed in the bedded chert member, but also applies to

the clastic rocks in the sequence. Thin chert beds exhibit small

tension fractures along fold axes (Figure 30-a), and small fractures

perpendicular to bedding show offset which formed during folding

(Figure 30-b). Furthermore, small-scale thrusts along fold axes,

apparent in a couple of chert samples, indicate that brittle defor-

mation occurred in the strata.

Tectonic History

According to Wells and others (1959) and Condie and Snansieng

(1971), an acid plutonic - metamorphic terraine of Precambrian age

existed somewhere near the present day Klamath Mountains. Condie

and Snansieng suggest that the terrain, was located in northwestern

Nevada or extreme northeastern California, and that during the Late

Cambrian and Ordovician it was shredding fine quartz and clay

clastic sediments belonging to the Harmony Formation to the east

and the Duzel Phyllite to the west. The plutonic-metamorphic rocks
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Figure 30. Slab from bedded chert member showing structure of beds.
A = tension fractures, B = offset fractures, C = stylolite.
Slab is 10 centimeters long.
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may have been part of the craton rifted and separated during the

Late Precambrian as suggested by Stewart (1972), Churkin and

McKee (1974), and Burchfiel and Davis (1975). This Precambrian

terrain may also have provided the abundant quartz and clay detritus

in the lower and middle quartzwacke members of the Antelope

Mountain Quartzite.

At some later time, not earlier than Middle Cambrian (Rigby,

1976) and no later than Middle Mesozoic, terrigenous clastic sedi-

mentation was replaced by deep marine deposition of radiolarian

and siliceous sponge oozes. The changing conditions in the

depositional site may reflect peneplanation of the source terrain,

and subsequently an end to detrital input, or possibly transport of

clastic sediments to some other location.

Folding and thrusting occurred at some time after lithification

of the Antelope Mountain Quartzite. Large folds can be traced through

the thesis area, and smaller scale folding can be seen in hand

specimens. Hamilton (1969) indicates that the major geologic belts

of the Klamath Mountains are separated by large west-directed

thrust faults delineated by sheared rocks and regional sheets or

lenses of serpentinite. He further suggests that the landward-dipping

large scale thrusts may have occurred as oceanic sedimentary and

volcanic rocks were subducted and accreted to the western margin

of the Klamath arc during the Triassic or Jurassic. The folding and
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thrusting of the Antelope Mountain Quartzite may also have occurred

at this time. Folding and thrusting may also have occurred during

Middle Devonian orogenic activity in the Klamath arc, western

Canada, and southeast Alaska suggested by Boucot and others, 1974,

or during late Devonian-Mississippian Antler orogenic events to the

east.

Hamilton (1969) and Burchfiel and Davis (1975) suggest that

final deterioration and destruction of the marginal basins separating

the Klamath-Sierran arc from the craton occurred with eastern (or

western) subduction and subsequent collision and accretion of the

arc complex (including the Eastern Klamath Belt and the Antelope

Mountain Quartzite) to the North American plate during the Triassic

or Jurassic. Chlorite-grade metamorphism of the Antelope Mountain

Quartzite and Duzel Phyllite occurred at some time during the

history of the strata, possibly contemporaneous to accretion to the

craton or during early deformation of the sequence.

The youngest faults in the thesis area (E4) offset older faults

both vertically and laterally. Elevation differences of about 300

meters can be seen in the horizontal sedimentary rocks overlying

the quartzite. The elevation differences may be due to deposition

of the rocks on a highly eroded unconformable surface, or to vertical

offset along the youngest faults. If the latter is the case, the youngest

period of faulting can be dated as older than overlying Quaternary
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alluvium and younger than the time of deposition of the Late Cretaceous

strata. If the elevation differences are due to deposition on an

eroded surface, the age of the faults pre-date deposition and fault

offset is indeterminable.

During the Tertiary, significant volcanic activity occurred to

the north and east of the thesis area, in the Cascade Range. The

Antelope Mountain Quartzite apparently was not affected by igneous

intrusions during this or any other period of tectonic activity.

Volcanic flows may have covered the thesis area at one time, but,

with the exception of small patches of float in the northern part of

the area, none remains today.

Erosion along faults has led to the formation of gulches and

valleys, many of which have been partially infilled by Quaternary

stream alluvium.
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

Although a third of a billion dollars worth of minerals and

rock were removed from the Klamath. Mountains between 1880 and

1963 (Albers, 1966), the Antelope Mountain Quartzite has never had

any economic potential and probably never will, except as a possible

source of gravel or landfill.
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APPENDIX I

Fossil Collection
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Fossil Locality D-1, Green chert from Bedded Chert Member.
(Collected by Klanderman, 1975)

Location: NW 1/4 SW 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 6, T. N. , R. W.

Porifera

Age

one simple-shaped hexactine-based siliceous sponge spicule.

Siliceous sponge spicules suggest an age of Middle Cambrian

to Recent. (J. K. Rigby, 1976, written commun.)
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APPENDIX II

Zircon Dating



Zircon Dating

Occurrence and Procedure

99

Detrital zircon accounts for less than 0.1 percent of the total

rock composition of the thick-bedded quartzwacke in the middle

member of the Antelope Mountain Quartzite. Grain size ranges

from 0.2 to about 0.05 millimeters. Color varies between dark

reddish brown and colorless, but the majority of the grains are

lavender or hyacinth in color. Rounding ranges from poor to good,

but most grains show moderate rounding. Many elongate crystals

are broken, thereby reducing the elongation ratio which is often

useful in describing detrital zircon suites (Figure 31).

Zircon grains were extracted from approximately 23 kilo-

grams of quartzwacke from the middle member by means of

pulverization, filtration through heavy liquids, and magnetic

separation. The zircon sample was then split into dark and light

colored magnetic and nonmagnetic fractions for mass spectrometer

analysis.

Results

No radiometric age dating results had been obtained by the

time the thesis was printed. However, some general observations
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V

Figure 31. Zircons from middle member of Antelope Mountain
Quartzite. Scale in millimeters.
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concerning the age of the zircons in the rocks may be made.

Dr. A. J. Boucot of Oregon State University and Dr. L. T. Silver

of California Institute of Technology both suggest that because of

significant variations in the size, color, and degree of rounding of

the zircons, they may represent a highly diversified zircon suite

derived from multiple plutonic-metamorphic sources and subjected

to a complex history of transportation and reworking. Since the

Antelope Mountain Quartzite may be as old as Middle Cambrian,

the zircons may be considerably older than that age. Unfortunately,

without a radiometric date, little else can be said concerning the

age and location of their provenance.
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APPENDIX III

Thin Section and Slab
Sample Localities



Thin Sections

Lower Quartzwacke Member

LB
L3
LA1
LA32
LD 19
L-UNK

- SE 1/4 SE 1/4 sec.
- SE 1/4 SE 1/4 sec.
- NE 1/4 SW 1/4 sec.
- SE 1/4 SE 1/4 sec.
- NW 1/4 SE 1/4 sec.
- NW 1/4 SW 1/4 sec

Middle Quartzwacke Member

Ul
U2
UD69
UA4
UA31
UB13
UD500

4 T 44 N R 6 W
10 T 43 N R 7 W
25 T 44 N R 7 W
19 T 44 N R 6 W
30 T 44 N R 6 W

. 29 T 44 NR 6 W

- NW 1/4 SW 1/4 sec.
- SW 1/4 NW 1/4 sec.
- SW 1/4 NW 1/4 sec.
- NW 1/4 NW 1/4 sec
- SW 1/4 NW 1/4 sec.
- NE 1/4 SW 1/4 sec.
- SE 1/4 SW 1/4 sec.

6 T 43 N R 6 W
10 T 43 N R 7 W
31 T 44 N R 6 W

. 2 T 43 NR 7 W
35 T 44 NR 7 W
4 T 44 N R 6 W
31 T 44 N R 6 W

Quartz Conglomerate Marker Beds

PATV
PD8
PA54
PA1
PD2

- NW 1/4 NE 1/4 sec.
- NE 1/4 SW 1/4 sec.
- NW 1/4 NE 1/4 sec.
- SW 1/4 SW 1/4 sec.
- NE 1/4 SW 1/4 sec.

Bedded Chert Member

CE
CBO
CB1
CC5
CA3
CA5
CD-KN
CD-UNK

- NE 1/4 SW 1/4 sec.
- NW 1/4 NW 1/4 sec
- NE 1/4 SW 1/4 sec.
- NE 1/4 NE 1/4 sec.
- SE 1/4 SE 1/4 sec.
- NE 1/4 NW 1/4 sec.
- NE 1/4 NW 1/4 sec.
- NE 1/4 NW 1/4 sec.

2 T 43 N R 7 W
6 T 43 N R 6 W
2 T 43 N R 7 W
11 T 43 N R 7 W
6 T 43 N R 6 W

32 T 44 N R 6 W
. 15 T 44 N R 6 W
4 T 44 N r 6 W
13 T 44 N R 7 W

10 T 43 N R 7 W
1 T 43 N R 7 W
6 T 43 N R 6 W
6T43NR6W
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Duzel Phyllite

SU1
SU4-B

- NW 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 15 T 43 N R W
- SW 1/4 NW 1/4 sec. 28 T 44 NR 6 W

"Schulmeyer Gulch Sequence" (Chert Conglomerate)

SU2 - SW 1/4 SE 1/4 sec. 5 T 44 N R 6 W

Cretaceous Sandstone

SU3

Slabs

- NE 1/4 NW 1/4 sec. 7 T 43 NR 6 W

Quartz Conglomerate

A
ATV
ATV1
ATV2
ATV3
ATV4
ATV5
ATV6
ATV7
ATV8
ATV9
A55
D6
PD2
PA 54
D
B100

- SW 1/4 SW 1/4
- NW 1/4 NE 1/4
- NW 1/4 NE 1/4
- NW 1/4 NE 1/4
- NW 1/4 NE 1/4
- NW 1/4 NE 1/4
- NW 1/4 NE 1/4
- NW 1/4 NE 1/4
- NW 1/4 NE 1/4

NW 1/4 NE 1/4
- NW 1/4 NE 1/4
- NW 1/4 NE 1/4
- NE 1/4 SW 1/4
- NE 1/4 NW 1/4
- NW 1/4 NE 1/4 sec.
- NE 1/4 SW 1/4 sec.
- SW 1/4 NE 1/4 sec.

sec. 11 T 43 N R 7 W
sec. 2 T 43 N R 7 W
sec. 2 T 43 NR 7 W
sec. 2 T 43 NR 7 W
sec. 2 T 43 N R 7 W
sec. 2 T 43 NR 7 W
sec. 2 T 43 N R 7 W
sec. 2 T 43 NR 7 W
sec. 2 T 43 N R 7 W
sec. 2 T 43 N R 7 W
sec. 2 T 43 NR 7 W
sec. 36 T 44 N r 7 W
sec. 6 T 43 N R 6 W
sec. 6 T 43 N R 7 W

2 T 43 NR 7 W
6 T 43 N R 6 W
9 T 44 N R 6 W
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APPENDIX IV

Photograph Locations



Photograph Locations or Locations of Samples
from which Photographs were Taken

Figure Page

2 5

3 6

6 13

7 15

8 20

9 21

10 26

11 27

12 29

13 31

15 39

16 42

18 50

20 55

21 56

22 61

23 63

24 65

25 66

26 72

Location

SW 1/4 SE 1/4 sec. 9 T 44 N R 6 W

picture taken from
NE 1/4 SW 1/4 sec. 4, T 44 N R 6 W

arrow points to outcrops in
sec. 35, 36 T 44 N R 7 W
sec. 2, 3 T 43 NR 7 W

NE 1/4 SW 1/4 sec. 34 T 44 N R 7 W
NW 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 15 T 43 N R 7 W
SW 1/4 NW 1/4 sec. 18 T 44 N R 6 W

SW 1/4 SE 1/4 sec. 5 T 44 NR 6 W
SW 1/4 SE 1/4 sec. 30 T 44 NR 6 W
SW 1/4 SE 1/4 sec. 30 T 44 N R 6 W
NW 1/4 SE 1/4 sec. 30 T 44 N R 6 W
SE 1/4 SE 1/4 sec. 19 T 44 N R 6 W
SW 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 9 T 44 N R 6 W
SW 1/4 NW 1/4 sec. 31 T 44 N R 6 W
NW 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 2 T 43 N R 7 W

NW 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 2 T 43 N R 7 W
NW 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 2 T 43 N R 7 W
SW 1/4 SE 1/4 sec. 11 T 43 N R 7 W
NE 1/4 SW 1/4 sec. 4 T 44 N R 7 W

NE 1/4 NW 1/4 sec. 6 T 43 N R 6 W
NE 1/4 NW 1/4 sec. 6 T 43 N R 6 W
Tertiary sandstone outcrop located in

sec. 6, 7 T 43 N R 6 W
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Figure Page Location

27 76 photograph taken from
NW 1/4 NE 1/4 sec. 9 T 44 N R 6 W

29 81 NW 1/4 SW 1/4 sec. 35 T 44 N R 7 W
30 86 SE 1/4 SW 1/4 sec. 6 T 43 N R 6 W
31 100 NW 1/4 SW 1/4 sec. 8 T 43 N R 6 W
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APPENDIX V

Stereonet Diagrams
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E5/r

A- -'

(136x ikc5

)4 I

B5 Vc---1.

c4 I

Bi+

C2

C3)

E2

Index map showing locations of fault blocks and ridges
from which bedding attitudes were gathered and plotted
in the following stereonet diagrams.Each point on the
diagrams represents the pole of a bedding plane. Each
number in parentheses equals the number of points
plotted.
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S S

Stereonet diagrams for the five ridges in the thesis area.



W

Al (16) A2 (13) A3 (26)

Stereonet diagrams for three major fault blocks in ridge A.
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Stereonet diagrams for six fault blocks in ridge B.



Stereonet diagrams for five fault blocks in ridge C.



Stereonet diagrams for two fault blocks in ridge D.



Stereonet diagrams for five fault blocks in ridge E.


